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The USA
Within the last week the USA has confronted Russian bombers in Syria with its own fighter
jets bringing it close to a WW3 trip point.
This is about the fourth time this year that the UK/USA has tried to push Russia into a war.
Anaconda 16
The Anaconda 16 exercise in the Baltic states with 100,000 Nato troops & backed up by US
warships in the Black Sea is viewed by Russia as a build up for an imminent war.
This war in Europe is a projection of the USA/UK policy to dominate every country in the
world by economic & military means leading to a Global Corporate Government. (The New
World Order)
This action was triggered in 2013 when Europe & Russia stood against the US invasion of
Syria.
Nobody says no to the USA.
Beyond Insanity
USA intransigence in negotiating over the Middle East, the China Sea &
Ukraine/Europe/Russia has left it isolated from any informed allied advisors.
In fact it now appears to be aggressively provoking all nations to start a multi polar world
war.
The United Nations laws on the control of illegal deployment & intervention have long been
negated by the US.
The Obama/Clinton administration appears to be run by New World Order psychopath
criminal bankers who fear losing the next election.
It is rumoured that they intend to start WW3 before the election to stop their criminal frauds
etc being exposed.
Nationalist or Globalist.
However The Pentagon, the CIA & The State Department are at loggerheads over Foreign
Policy decisions & the NWO plans to control the populations of the western nations with
Military Corporations .
And in fact they are all also conflicted internally.
This doesn’t appear to have stopped the New World Order criminals from causing worldwide
mayhem with their Corporate Mercenary armies.
TTIP
Europe appears to be stalling on the USA trade agreement (also known as a surrender
document) And then suffered the mass population transfer from Syria/Turkey etc probably
intentionally financed & organised by the New World Order criminal bankers. This is to be
followed by “ISIS/CIA” covert attacks to start a racial Civil War.
New rumours suggest the EU is considering linking economics & trade to the BRICS nations.
AIB
As the USA continues to drive a wedge through all its allied relationships leaving it isolated &
unable to negotiate.
The Asian Investment Bank continues to grow with massive gold reserves just as the US
Federal Reserve (a private corporation) finds its gold reserves missing.
The criminal bankers controlling the western nations have over decades been asset stripping
the western economies leaving their real economies insolvent as their offshore crime cartels
assets soar into trillions.
While continuing to asset strip the US/UK/EU sovereign assets of its domestic populations
the criminal bankers now need a world war to cover up their crimes, plunge these nations
into civil war & turmoil so that they can create The New World Order global criminal
corporate fascist empire. This seems unbelievable to most people.
Meanwhile as the Western Nations bankers concentrate on self destruction & personal
enrichment, the rest of the world is changing to forward thinking & planning a democratic
progressive controlled world economy.

The New World Order
Not only are the New World Order criminal bankers working for their own power & greed,
they are working against humanity in a thousand different ways.
Their intention to cut down the world population to 3 million is already under way with many
Corporations involved in buying up & controlling world food supplies with farm
bankruptcies/ownership, crop seed copyright, pesticide contamination. Even global
pharmaceutical companies are working on population control, Zika transmission, hidden
sterilisation & vaccines that damage the human brain.
The forces of evil are ever present. The main stream media has manipulated & spread
disinformation to such a degree that even the originators have no idea what is going on. Let
alone policy makers, government officials & politicians.
Which is the way the criminal bankers like it, chaos & destruction everywhere.
It should be a part of everyone’s school education to study the psychology of the
psychopath. Because it is a historic fact that psychopaths control human societies.
And these people are now in charge of the most powerful nation on earth & they want to
start a nuclear multi polar WW3 to destroy Europe, the Middle East, Russia & China etc in
August 2016. The bankers don’t care who wins or loses, or which countries get obliterated.
Its all profit.
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